Influence of gain settings on strain ratios of elastographic image and texture parameters of B-mode image on thyroid tissue.
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Abstract

Thyroid nodules are benign though suspicious. Examination through elastography technique is beneficial as it provides real time and first hand evidence about the tissue stiffness by providing a strain value on comparing suspected and normal tissue. Until now, there is no established method that allows to categorise strain ratios whether tumour or normal. Changes in gain settings can significantly alter measurement and ultimately the clinical findings. The objectives of this study are to assess the effect of gain settings on strain ratios of isoechoic stiff lesions in a thyroid gland phantom, and the difference in strain ratios with first order texture parameters at different gain settings.

In this study we have reported the effect of gain setting parameter on strain ratios of the thyroid tumour. Furthermore, first order texture parameters (mean and variance) were discussed with respect to increase in gain settings.

Higher strain ratios were observed as gain increased. Significant differences in first order texture parameters can be observed for mean of tumour when compared with normal thyroid tissue. Variance did not demonstrate any significant difference.

It was concluded that gain parameter effect the strain ratios and texture parameters. This may affect the interpretation of results. It is advised to use elastography in combination with B-mode ultrasound, and sonographers must use a balanced approach when changing equipment parameters.
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Introduction

Nodule in a thyroid gland is considered to be abnormal [1]. This is a result of irregular cell growth within the thyroid gland [2,3]. Normally thyroid nodules can be determined via simple Ultrasonography (US) [4]. Conventional US have been used widely to distinguish the nodules to be biopsied. Although conventional US have shown to predict various pathological conditions accurately, but there are also significant number of cases that are contradicting results and variations in diagnostic performances of US that distinctly emanate the need to question the accuracy of the findings [5-7].

Physical examination of thyroid may lead to the prediction of a thyroid malignancy [4]. Healthy thyroid gland is commonly associated in the prognosis for uncovering the hardness, abnormality or malignancy of the gland. However, the technique of palpation is marred by its limitations; as it is subjective and it is difficult to determine deep pathological condition [8]. A relatively new technique; Ultrasound Elastography (UE) can be helpful in providing real-time evaluation of tissue stiffness in a particular Region of Interest (ROI) [9,10].

UE provides a combination of B-mode ultrasound image and elastographic image which is a measure of strain ratio. Though, UE examination provides both the qualitative and quantitative diagnostic information; but, its accuracy and reproducibility are major concern for the clinicians. Clinicians use this combination of images to determine the extent of pathologic condition. However, this interpretation is subjective and dependent upon ability and experience of the observer [11,12]. Even though substantial years of experience and diagnostic capability of user/observer can fall out short in concluding the accurate pathology of disease. The observer dependability raises the issue of reproducibility and accuracy in interpretation of images, which may directly impact clinical diagnostic outcome. This outcome may often be a misjudgement or misinterpretation due to various parameter settings in the equipment itself. Variation in ultrasound equipment parameters has demonstrated contradicting results over the time [13,14].
However, gain setting of ultrasound has shown to significantly alter measurements and eventually clinical findings [15].

Analysis of images by computed means is usually done to find even slight changes that cannot be distinguished via human eye [16]. Analysing the image texture is of vital importance as it allows better plan of action for the clinicians. In this study we report the effect of gain settings on strain ratios of isoechoic stiff lesions in a thyroid gland phantom. Furthermore, we have associated the difference in strain ratios with first order texture parameters at different gain settings while keeping rest of the parameter unchanged.

Methodology

In this study a tissue phantom was selected that contain all human body parameters. The rationale behind choosing a phantom was to elucidate the changes caused due to movement of patients, difference in patient body mass index, age, and other parameters that may affect image directly or indirectly. The current study was conducted at department of biomedical technology, college of applied medical sciences, King Saud University. All the examination was performed at room temperature. This is an experimental study to determine the change in various parameters associated with image due to change in ultrasound gain settings.

Ultrasound examination

B-Mode ultrasound examination was performed on thyroid gland phantom with isoechoic stiff lesion (Model 074. Thyroid Ultrasound training phantom, CIRS, Norfolk, Virginia 23513, USA) via SonixTouch Q+ (Analogic Corporation, 8 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960, USA) UE machine using a linear probe at a frequency of 10 MHz with variable gains of 40%, 50% and 60%. All other parameters that might affect the ultrasound image interpretation were kept unchanged throughout the experiment (Frequency, depth, time gain compensation, brightness and contrast). The thyroid ultrasound examination was performed via previously described guidelines as per American Institute of Ultrasound in medicine [17].

Elastographic strain ratio

After examining the B-mode image, elastographic mode was selected to measure the strain ratios of the tumour. To determine strain ratios, Region of Interest (ROI) positioned within the tumour and outside the tumour (healthy surrounding tissue) within the thyroid gland was selected by using the free hand method as shown in Figure 1 [18].

Image selection

For each gain setting a total of 5 best images that displayed a good tumour boundary were selected from a pool of 99 images from a cine loop. In each image 3 random areas were selected to determine strain ratios.

First order texture parameters

To compare the texture parameters of thyroid tumour tissue and healthy thyroid tissue an ROI that included both the tumour and surrounding thyroid tissue was selected. Images were analysed using MAZDA software. ROI of 400 pixels in each site (tumour and normal tissue) was selected. Size of ROI was kept unchanged for all the images. 5 images at each gain setting were analysed for mean and variance.

Figure 1. Elastographic image with B-mode ultrasound image, highlighting tumour and healthy tissue.

Statistical analysis

IBM SPSS Statistics v21 was used for statistical analysis. One way ANOVA was applied to determine the significant difference of strain ratios between the gain settings. A p-value of 0.05 was taken to be as significant difference. All the values are present as mean ± SD.

Results

Thyroid tissue when ascertained by elastographic examination manifested a drop off trend in strain ratios of normal tissue to tumour tissue when the gain is increased. Cumulative elastographic strain ratio scores are shown in Figure 2 (i). It was observed that even 10% increase in gain setting demonstrated a significant difference in strain ratio. Elastographic strain ratios for a gain of 40% averaged at 5.38 ± 0.56, while gains of 50% and 60% indicated the strain ratios to be 3.07 ± 0.28 and 2.23 ± 0.34 respectively.

First order textural analysis of mean and variance for normal and tumour tissues at different gain settings are presented in Figures 2 (ii) and (iii) respectively. Cumulative mean at different gain settings revealed significantly lowered mean values for tumour tissue when compared to normal thyroid tissue at each gain setting. However, the values of mean for both normal and tumour thyroid tissue increased with an increase in a gain (Figure 2 (ii)).

A variable trend was observed for variance values when normal thyroid tissue was compared with pathological tissue. This tendency was unlike the one seen in mean values.
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Although increasing the gain was directly proportional to variance values for both the normal and diseased tissue, nevertheless, there was no significant difference between the variance of normal and tumour tissue at each gain setting. Significant differences were observed for variance readings for tumour at each gain setting. However, the only significant difference for normal tissue was observed between gains of 40% and 60% (Figure 2 (iii)).
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Figure 2. (i) Cumulative strain ratios of thyroid tumour with respect to normal thyroid tissue; (ii) Cumulative mean values of tumour and normal thyroid tissue at different gain settings; (iii) Cumulative variance values of tumour and normal thyroid tissue at different gain settings. *Represents significant difference between tumour types; *Represents significant difference between gain settings.

Visual impact of change in gain was also obvious that can be seen via Figures 3 (i-iii). A gain of 60% demonstrates a good lower boundary while the upper boundary of tumour is fused with the surrounding tissue. Whereas, a gain setting of 40% and 50% demonstrates a distinguishable tumour boundary from the surrounding tissue.
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Figure 3. Ultrasound images of thyroid gland in a phantom displaying tumour boundaries at a gain setting of: (i) 40%; (ii) 50%; (iii) 60%.

Discussion

An increase in stiffness and inflexibility of a tissue is usually considered alarming [19]. Soft tissue and tissue with lesser stiffness tends to be healthy and have least symptoms to develop cancer or other adverse diseases [20-22]. Palpation technique is used since decades to detect stiffness changes in a tissue. Strain Elastography (SE) also works on the principle of palpation [23]. In elastography, the stiffness is determined by measuring the ratio stiffness between the two regions of a tissue. Various studies have been performed on breast, thyroid, liver and other tissues [10,24-27]. Unfortunately, even after countless research conducted and concluded on tissue stiffness; none of the studies are able to establish a standard to outline tissues as tumour and other as normal tissue (healthy tissue). To assess the impact of parameter change in elastographic strain ratios and its further impact on texture features of an image, we studied effect of changing the gain, because any change in gain affects the noise level of the image [28]. Our results reveal a significant difference among strain ratio values when the gain shifted even 10%. It is suggested that strain ratios that are determined via elastography technique are dependent upon changing the equipment parameters. Previous studies have shown that gain settings effect the texture parameters but this is first study where we suggest that strain ratios of an elastographic image is also dependent upon gain change. Region of interest, pre-compression of tissue and elastography image scoring are also reported to effect the interpretation of results of elastographic image [29-31]. In a study it was reported that elastography is operator dependant and inter-observer variability in examination may result [32].

Figure 4 (i) shows elastographic strain ratios of individual slices in an ultrasound image.

From Figure 4 (i) it can be clearly deduced that although there were significant changes to elastographic strain ratios cumulatively but the strain ratios did not changed much for higher gain settings. On the other hand gain settings of 40% demonstrated higher strain ratios.

Extracting texture features of an image greatly enhance the accuracy and precision to characterise the image and it further helps the clinicians to make better decision and medical intervention.

Effect of gain settings have been reported previously on texture properties of the image in various studies [16,33]. However, there are no studies that determine the differences in texture parameter due to gain settings. Analysis of the first order texture features (mean and variance) by altering the gain settings on tumour and normal thyroid tissue, uncovered significant impact only on mean values for both tumour and normal thyroid tissue. However, no significant difference between the two tissue types was observed. Individual values of mean and variance in each slice of ultrasound B-mode image at different gain settings for tumour and normal thyroid tissue are shown in Figure 4 (ii (A-F)).

The reason for a significant change in mean values is because computerised analysis is an objective assessment, while in the clinical situation sonographers keep on changing the gain parameters with respect to every patient. Due to change in gain parameter, shadowing takes place and this eventually changes the texture of ultrasound image [14]. Authors have reported that first order statistics can be the discriminating feature in a tissue [34].

It is advised that a balance of gain and other parameters must be observed and a change in these parameters may result in variable interpretation that might risk the well-being of the patient. Furthermore, a range of parameters in the equipment itself must be researched and their impact on various tissues should be determined and a relation between these parameters must be established. In the current study elastographic strain
ratios demonstrated more dependable results when the gain settings are changed. However among first order statistics, mean was the only variable on which to depend for characterisation of the tissue.

Figure 4. (i) Individual values of strain ratios of thyroid tumour with respect to normal thyroid tissue in each individual image slice; (ii) Individual values of mean (A-C) and variance (D-F) of thyroid tumour with respect to normal thyroid tissue in each individual image slice.

Conclusion

Equipment parameters play a major role in interpretation and judgement of the results. Gain parameter directly affects the strain ratios and texture features. Better plan of action is achievable when combing B-mode ultrasound and elastographic imaging modalities. Additional research is mandatory to establish a relationship between the equipment parameters and strain ratios. It is advised that sonographer adopt more balanced approach when changing the equipment parameters. Furthermore, values of mean can be taken as detrimental factor to differentiate tumour from healthy tissues.
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